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MOVING UP TESTIMONIALS
The Moving Up we ran for Justrite Superstores in Nigeria has the following feedbacks from the
participants:
Thanks so much for all your effort so far. I must confess, the training ‘Moving Up’ has really helped
me on how l can be a better leader and a better manager, and also make me more effective and
committed at work and home. Keep it up.
AYODEJI OGUNSOLA, FLOOR ATTENDANT, JUSTRITE ABULE EGBA
I have learnt these two things from the MOVING UP workshop:
1) How to make myself happier in all conditions regardless of the experience
(2) To do more in helping and supporting other colleagues to succeed in their customer service
always
Best Regards
OLADIMEJI OYEBANJI, AUDIT DEPT, JUSTRITE HEAD OFFICE
Moving Up is about: Change in living, having improvement in whatever skill you have as an
employee and doing that EXTRA thing that makes you different from others
KENNETH ANYIEMA, BACKSTORE ATTENDANT, JUSTRITE ABULE EGBA
Moving up taught me the essence of being an outstanding staff by setting goals, and working
towards achieving them. It taught me to be proactive and at the same time be patient in dealing
with my internal & external customers
MECRY VICTORIA OJO, DATA ENTRY DEPARTMENT, JUSTRITE HEAD OFFICE
The Moving Up program have helped the employees of Justrite in the setting of both personal &
organizational goals as well as in overcoming their self-imposed limitations.
It has also greatly challenged them in the area of personal growth & professional development
contrary to the belief of we Nigerians that you must be CONNECTED TO MOVE UP. It was UP for
them as witnessed few months after in the MOVING UP of some of the participants from Floor
supervisors to Assistant Branch Managers and Branch Managers respectively
Furthermore, they have MOVED UP in their working relationships both at work and home.
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